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Abstract. The LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) telescope measures radio emission from
air showers. In order to interpret the data, an absolute, frequency dependent calibration
is required. Due to a growing need for a better understanding of the measured frequency
spectrum, we revisit the calibration of the LOFAR antennas in the range of 30–80 MHz.
Using the galactic radio emission and a detailed model of the LOFAR signal chain, we
find a calibration that provides an absolute energy scale and allows us to study frequency
dependent features in measured air shower signals.
1 Introduction
Using radio measurements, air shower features such as the energy and atmospheric depth of the
shower maximum can be reconstructed. The LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) telescope is partic-
ularly well suited to measuring air showers because of its dense antenna spacing [1, 2]. Shower
properties such as Xmax, wavefront shape, and circular polarization have been measured [3–5]. Ongo-
ing efforts to understand the shape of the power spectra of radio emission are underway [6]. Critical
to all these studies is a calibration of the LOFAR system response. A calibration is required to recon-
struct the physical voltage at the load of the antenna from the signal recorded in units of ADC counts,
providing an absolute conversion factor for the signal and correcting for frequency dependent gains
and losses in the system.
Previously, two techniques have been used to calibrate the LOFAR low-band antennas (LBAs)
which operate in the 30–80 MHz band [7]. The first used an externally calibrated reference antenna.
This method suffers from the difficulties of calibrating antennas at low frequencies. The reference
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antenna has been calibrated in two independent ways, yielding different spectral responses. These
differences propagate into the LOFAR calibration. The second method used the galactic emission as a
calibration source. This method requires knowing the contributions of electronic noise to the system,
and the original galactic calibration is limited by the systematic uncertainty of the electronic noise.
In this contribution we revisit the galactic method, characterizing electronic noise in detail so as to
provide an absolute, frequency dependent calibration function.
2 Calibration method
Galactic emission in combination with electronic noise in the signal chain makes up the majority of
background in LOFAR data. By modeling the expected background and comparing it to the measured
background, we can determine the proper calibration function. The expected galactic temperature
is derived using LFmap simulation software [8], and converted into a voltage in the LBAs using a
simulated antenna model, as described in [7]. From there, the signal propagates through the signal
chain where it is amplified and digitized. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the signal chain, following
galactic power, Psky, to measured power, PM . There are gains in the active antenna amplifier, Gant(ν),
Figure 1. LOFAR signal chain, following sky power, Psky to recorded power, PM . Gains, losses, and electronic
noise additions are shown.
losses in coaxial cables, Lcoax(ν), and gains in the receiving unit, GRCU(ν), where the signal is am-
plified and digitized. At each stage, noise is introduced, signified by the values NLNA, Ncoax, NRCU ,
and NADC . The noise values are not known beforehand, and are determined using a fitting procedure
which makes use of the time variation of the galactic signal. The difference between simulated power
and measured power over 24 hours is minimized in 1 MHz bins. With the noise values found, the
calibration function is comprised of each frequency dependent gain and loss in the system, as well as
an overall scale factor.
3 Results
The calibration function based on the new method is shown in Figure 2, with the narrow band repre-
senting statistical uncertainties and the wide band showing systematic uncertainties, which total 14%
below 77 MHz. The statistical uncertainties are due to event-to-event fluctuations. The systematic
uncertainties are due to the uncertainty in the galaxy model and electronic noise, with uncertainties
from the galaxy model dominating. The calibrations derived using an external reference antenna are
also shown, with different lines resulting from the conflicting calibrations of the source antenna itself.
We compare the calibrated frequency spectra of measured cosmic ray signals with CoREAS sim-
ulations [9]. We look at the 20 strongest LOFAR events, and compare the log fit of the power spectra
to simulations, comparing the magnitude of the slope, and the consistency of the slope over the 30–80
MHz band. More than 2500 individual signals are used for the study. For each signal, LOFAR data
are calibrated with the new galaxy method and each of the calibrations resulting from the reference
antenna method. In this frequency range, the shape of the power spectrum is expected to be expo-
nential. A log fit is done for each spectrum in the ranges 30–58 MHz and 62–78 MHz, excluding the
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Figure 2. Calibration function for LOFAR data as determined
using galactic emission and electronic noise (in green), and
compared to the calibration functions derived using a reference
source (blue) The different reference source calibrations come
from different calibrations of the reference source itself. The
width of the dark green line represents statistical uncertainties.
The frequency dependent systematic uncertainties are indicated
by the light green band, and reach a maximum of 14 % below
77 MHz.
LBA resonance frequency. Histograms of the differences in slope in each band for each data set are
shown in Figure 3. The reference antenna calibrations show clear offsets in the different bands. There
is promising agreement between the data calibrated with the new galaxy method and simulations.
Figure 3. Histogram showing the difference between the slopes
before (30–58 MHz) and after (62–78 MHz) the LBA resonance
frequency, for ∼ 2500 signals. CoREAS simulations are shown, as
well as log slopes for measured power spectra calibrated with the
new galaxy method, and the calibrations resulting from different
characterizations of the reference antenna.
4 Conclusion
We revisited the calibration of the LOFAR LBAs using galactic emission, modeling each step in the
signal chain in order to understand the electronic noise introduced into the system. Using this method,
we arrived at a new absolute and frequency dependent calibration with a maximum of 14% systematic
uncertainty below 77 MHz. A comparison of the log fit slopes of calibrated, measured power spectra
and simulated power spectra shows promising agreement.
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